
MONITOR YOUR
MS EXCHANGE
ENVIRONMENT
UP CLOSE

ExchangeReporter Plus is a Change Auditing and Reporting Solution for MS Exchange environment. This software consolidates the 

statistics pertaining to an organization’s email infrastructure and presents it to the administrator in the form of actionable reports, 

graphs and charts. With its capability to audit crucial permission or property changes, ExchangeReporter Plus will be the most �tting 

solution for your organization’s Exchange requirements.

What is ExchangeReporter Plus

ActiveSync tra�c analysis | Custom recipients tra�c monitoring | Reporting on Outlook Web Access usage | Mailbox & public folder 

content detection | Detailed storage reports for mailbox/public/server stores | 100+ automated reports to manage your Exchange 

deployment | Mailbox Tra�c analysis by size & number of messages exchanged | Audit feature to investigate unauthorized mailbox 

logons & other critical changes | Compiled information on permissions associated with mailboxes & users

Salient Aspects

Do you know about the Free Version
of ExchangeReporter Plus ?

The free version of ExchangeReporter Plus comes 

with fully functional ‘Standard Edition’ features, 

without expiry & 24*5 technical support. And 

what’s more, you can monitor 25 Exchange 

Mailboxes for free!



Easy Deployment

ExchangeReporter Plus is a ready-to-deploy reporting and 

analysis solution for your Exchange servers. The deployment 

takes minimal time and in minutes you will be monitoring your 

Exchange environment up close!

Cut Back on Time 

100+ automated reports that extract “must know” Exchange 

information and bring to notice in times scheduled by you. These 

also include summary reports with graphical views and bar charts. 

Change Auditing for Augmented Security 

The product o�ers complete change auditing by tracking the 

changes that happen in the Exchange system. All actionable data 

from the ‘Event Viewer logs’ are converted into easy to read 

reports, graphs and views, thus making sure that no questionable 

event eludes your attention.

Quick Decision Making 

The product welcomes you with a graphics dashboard that  

displays server usage, tra�c summary, top 10 mailboxes, alerts 

and more!  As this would be the �rst thing you see, you can make 

well informed decisions 

Transparency 

Not a single aspect of Exchange will escape the watchful eyes of 

Exchange Reporter Plus. Be it information on distribution lists, 

public folders or OWA usage - there are reports on every one of 

them. These reports will ensure utmost transparency of your 

Exchange environment. 

Optimal Resource Utilization

Often the case with many resource rich enterprises is simply not 

making the best of it. By scrutinizing the drilled down reports 

ExchangeReporter Plus provides you with, you can utilize your 

resources more wisely.

Improved Monitoring  

Monitor closely the size and growth of Exchange storage objects. 

Learn which mailboxes send and receive maximum email 

messages, and the exact amount of email tra�c handled by 

individual servers in your organization. 

Stay Informed, Stay Alert!

You don’t want nasty surprises! Instead of stumbling upon critical 

events one �ne day, con�gure alerts for events that require 

looking into and perform necessary actions at once.

It was difficult find out Exchange 
mailbox sizes and carry out 

capacity planning. 
ExchangReporter Plus reports 
helped us, and we were able to 
decrease mailbox sizes and not 
add to disk. And this tool was 

well within our budget

- Renee Davis
CIO, Life Management Center,
Florida.

“

We needed granular reporting on 
Exchange to get a better 

understanding of the 
environment itself, so that we 
could begin to change various 

projects for this core service use. 
Exchange Reporter Plus gave all 
this - without having to depend 

on powershell scripting.

- Shannon Rubin
IBTS (Institute for Building
Technology and Safety)

“

System Requirements:

CPU: P4, 1.0 GHz, RAM: 1 GB,

Disk Space: 10 to 20 GB,

Exchange System Manager

[ESM] 2003 SP2, Microsoft Exchange

Server MAPI Client and Collaboration

Data Objects 1.2.1,

Microsoft Outlook 2003 (or) 2007.

For more information:

demo.exchangereporterplus.com

www.exchangereporterplus.com

support@exchangereporterplus.com

sales@manageengine.com

Toll Free : 1-888-720-9500


